CARDIFF, SOUTH WALES, UK

DIRECTIONS TO BUILDING 58, CASTLE WORKS, EAST MOORS ROAD
FROM M4 (EAST):
Exit M4 Junction 29 onto A48M (Eastern Avenue)
Motorway ends, becomes the A48. Entering Cardiff
Turn off A48 at third exit (signposted Docks, Cardiff East), then at roundabout take the
1st exit onto Southern Way - A4161 (signposted Docks, Cardiff East)
Keep to right hand lanes to cross flyover onto the A4232 (signposted Docks)
At roundabout take the 2nd exit onto Rover Way

Continue along Rover Way, following the road around to the right, and passing Celsa’s
Tremorfa Steelworks on the right.
At the mini roundabout, take the 2nd exit, continuing along Rover Way.
At the next mini roundabout, take the 2nd exit, continuing along Rover Way.
At the next roundabout, take the 2nd exit, and then immediately take the 1st exit at the
next roundabout, onto Ocean Way.
Continue along Ocean Way passing straight over the mini roundabout.
Continue along Ocean Way for approximately half a mile until you see a sign for Castle
Works. Take the next left and travel to the junction at the end of the road.
Turn left again at the junction on to East Moors Road. Continue down East Moors Road
until you see the sign for Celsa Manufacturing straight ahead.
Continue straight ahead over speed bumps.
See sign for Celsa Manufacturing Sales and Admin Offices and turn left then
immediately turn right into visitors car park – report to reception in building 58.
FROM M4 (WEST):
Leave the M4 at junction 33 (signposted Cardiff West, Barry), then at the roundabout
take the 3rd exit onto the A4232
Travel along the A4232 south towards Cardiff city centre for approximately 8 miles.
Continue on A4232 through the tunnel.
Follow the directions for all traffic taking the filter lane to the left at the first roundabout.
At the second roundabout take the right (second exit) onto the A4234 (central link road).
Take the first exit from the A4234 and turn right at the roundabout (third exit).
At the next roundabout (decorated with road signs) take the third exit onto Ocean Way.
Take the first right, and travel down to the junction at the end of the road.
Turn left again at the junction on to East Moors Road. Continue down East Moors Road
until you see the sign for Celsa Manufacturing straight ahead.
Continue straight ahead over speed bumps.
See sign for Celsa Manufacturing Sales and Admin Offices and turn left then
immediately turn right into visitors car park – report to reception in building 58.

BUILDING 58, CASTLE WORKS, EAST MOORS ROAD

DIRECTIONS TO TREMORFA SITE
FROM M4 (EAST):
Exit M4 Junction 29 onto A48M (Eastern Avenue)
Motorway ends, becomes the A48. Entering Cardiff
Turn off A48 at third exit (signposted Docks, Cardiff East), then at roundabout take the
1st exit onto Southern Way - A4161 (signposted Docks, Cardiff East)
Keep to right hand lanes to cross flyover onto the A4232 (signposted Docks)
At roundabout take the 2nd exit onto Rover Way
Continue along Rover Way, following the road around to the right, and turn right into
Seawall Road.
Go left at the mini roundabout, then left into the steelworks and report to security gate B.
FROM M4 (WEST):
Leave the M4 at junction 33 (signposted Cardiff West, Barry), then at the roundabout
take the 3rd exit onto the A4232
Travel along the A4232 south towards Cardiff city centre for approximately 8 miles.
Continue on A4232 through the tunnel.
Follow the directions for all traffic taking the filter lane to the left at the first roundabout.
At the second roundabout take the right (second exit) onto the A4234 (central link road).
Take the first exit from the A4234 and turn right at the roundabout (third exit).
At the next roundabout (decorated with road signs) take the third exit onto Ocean Way.
Continue along Ocean Way for approximately half a mile. Continue straight over the mini
roundabout.
At the next roundabout, take the first exit, and then immediately take the 1st exit at the
next roundabout, onto Rover Way.
At the mini roundabout, take the 1st exit, continuing along Rover Way.
At the next mini roundabout, take the 1st exit, continuing along Rover Way.
Take the next left into Seawall Road.
Go left at the mini roundabout, then left into the steelworks and report to security gate B.

TREMORFA SITE

